Abstract. We present a scalable method to implement the construction of neighbor list in molecular dynamic simulations on multi-core platforms. Our methodology is based on the OpenMP programming model. Our method doesn't divide the whole of simulation region into cells. Each thread builds and maintains a few sliding cells for a neighbor list constructions. It reduces memory requirements and code complexity. Compared with some other methods applied in the neighbor list construction, the results of our experiments indicate that it is a scalable and efficient method.
Introduction
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation is an important methodology for detailed microscopic modeling on the molecular scale. Using Newton's equations of motion, the forces exerting on each particle in the MD simulations system can be computed as pair-wise interactions from other particles. There are some different approaches to computing interactions.
All-pairs method is the simplest to implement. It also is an inefficient method because all pairs of atoms must be examined whether or not the distance between them is less than a cut-off range r c . Cell subdivision is commonly employed for organizing the information about atom positions [1] . The whole of simulation region is divided into small cells. All atoms are assigned to cells according to their current positions. The interactions are calculated between atoms that are either in the same cell or in immediately adjacent cells. Increasing code complexity and additional storage needed for a linked list are disadvantages of the cell method.
In most MD programs neighboring atoms that lie within a cut-off range r c are stored in Verlet neighbor list [2] . In order to use this list over successive time-steps, r c is replaced with r n (r n = r c + ∆t). Disadvantages are the additional storage needed for the neighbor list of pairs and the cost of construction the neighbor list. Therefore the research on high efficient parallel method used to build a neighbor list becomes increasingly important.
Research has been done for molecule dynamic simulations with shared-memory model on a multi-core platform [3] [4] . In the creation of Verlet neighbor list, the cell method is common used [5] . But little study has been done for designing an efficient parallel implementation of a neighbor list constructions based on a shared-memory model in general multi-core processors [6] [7] .
In this paper, we proposed a scalable Thread-Private Sliding Cells (TPSC) approach for building a neighbor list in MD simulations. This method is based on the OpenMP programming model. In TPSC approach, spatial decomposition method is only used to assign atoms in a neighborhood into cells. In process of building the neighbor list, a few cells slide along a dimension with maximum range, therefore atoms assigned to cells will change, some atoms left cells and some atoms comes in. Compared with some other methods, the TPSC method achieves high performance.
TPSC method
Our TPSC method is based on spatial decomposition for building a neighbor list. It used the OpenMP programming model. TPSC method consists of the following steps:
1. TPSC method firstly finds a dimension with maximum range in a d-dimensional (d = 2 or 3) simulations system. The dimension is called MAXDIR. It also finds another dimension with bigger range in the d-dimensional simulations system. And the dimension is called SECONDDIR.
2. Then all atoms were sorted along MAXDIR and SECONDDIR dimensions. Results of sort were stored in array SortAtoms[]. It is obvious that the neighborhoods of atom i only involve those atoms whose coordinates are equal to or less than the coordinate of atom i. An atom that leaves the simulation region will be used of periodic boundary conditions. The sort process can be done in parallel. It isn't discussed in this paper.
3. After steps 1 and 2 have been done, all atoms can be partitioned and be evenly distributed among executing threads. N is the number of atoms, and P is the number of executing threads. A thread p (0 <= p < P ) will build the neighbor list of those atoms whose array indices (in array SortAtoms[]) start at (N/P)×p and end by (N/P)×(p+1)-1. This partition method achieves better workload balance than simple one-dimmensional spatial decomposition.
4. The Last step is the central idea of TPSC method. For a thread p, work will be done on the following steps.
4.1) To first atom SortAtoms[(N/P)×p], search such atom whose distance in MAXDIR dimension with the first atom is just more than a distance r n (r n = r c + ∆t). The search starts from the current array index of the first atom along the negative direction of MAXDIR dimension. The founded atom index in array SortAtoms[] is assigned to a variable NS. , all atoms in 5 neighboring cells must be examined to generate a neighbor list of atom i, at the same time, atoms in 5 neighboring cells will be expelled from cells if whose distance in MAXDIR dimension with atom i are more than r n . After the neighbor list of the atom i has been generated, atom i will be assign to one of 5 cells according to the coordinate of the atom i in SECONDDIR dimension. The cell is called sliding cell. Sliding cell, in the special form of a distance in MAXDIR dimension, contains atoms in the neighborhood of a given atom. We can see that a sliding cell is achieved by means of cell boundaries change in MAXDIR dimension. In process of building the neighbor list, cells slide along MAXDIR dimension separately.
If the cell subdivision method is used to generate Verlet neighbor list, the whole of simulation region will be divided into cells before the neighbor list is built, all atoms will be partitioned and assigned into cells using cell-linked lists. It led to workload and memory overload. Compared with the cell method, TPSC method reduces the number of cells, avoids additional storage needed for the cell-linked list. Figure 2 shows the mainly parallel code of our TPSC method. 
Experiments and Results
We performed experiments on a machine with 4 Intel Xeon(R) Quad-core E7320 processors and 16 GB memory. The operating system was Fedora release 9 with kernel 2.6.25. The compiler was gcc 4.3.0. Our experimental programs of MD application with EAM potential are written in C. The serial programs come from XMD code (which is a free MD program written by Jon Rifkin at the University of Connecticut). We modified the serial programs of building the neighbor list using our TPSC method described in Section 2. We also programmed its parallel programs using the Cell Subdivision (CS) method and the Modified Cell-Linked list (MCL) method (N div =4). All of our execution times are based on an average for 20 separate times of the construction of the neighbor list, and the times include the construction of cell-linked list. On a large-scale case. Fig.3 . The times of the TPSC, the CS and the MLC methods. We used two test cases in our experiments. The two cases were a medium-scale (1,062,882 particles) case and a large-scale (3,456,000 particles) case. In Figure 3 , we gave the time results of the TPSC, the CS and the MCL methods, and that the CS and the MCL methods are based on two-dimensional cell.
Discussion
Firstly we compare the performances of the TPSC, the CS and the MLC methods on test cases. It is obvious that the TPSC method achieves highest efficiency, because the CS and the MLC method have more overhead of additional storage for cell-linked lists, which competes with cache space during the computations. And the TPSC method has good temporal and spatial locality because atoms in sliding cells are repeatedly accessed in memory. The MLC method gets better performance than the CS method when the number of executing cores is less than 16 on the medium-scale case, and it also gets better performance on the large-scale case.
Secondly we observe the scalability of our TPSC method. Figure 3 show that the performance of TPSC method has been improved with the increase in the number of cores and the increase in the number of atoms. Therefore our TPSC method is a scalable method for parallel building a neighbor list on multi-core machines. And it is expected that our method will continue to be scalable on future many-core architectures. Figure 3 (a) indicate that the MLC method is not a scalable method.
Conclusions
The research on high efficient parallel method used to build a neighbor list becomes increasingly important. We proposed a scalable Thread-Private Sliding Cells (TPSC) approach for building the neighbor list in MD simulations. In process of building the neighbor list, cells slide along a dimension with maximum range. Compared with some other methods applied in construction of a neighbor list, the results of our experiments indicate that TPSC approach is a scalable and efficient method.
